Reusable-Washable 4 Layer Cotton FACE MASKS

GET YOURS TODAY!

Reusable/Washable Cotton Face Mask
- 100% Cotton body, 4 layers, t-shirt style/jersey material.
- 4.3 oz. 150-160 grams in weight
- Binding and ear loop: 95% Cotton
- 5% Spandex- Sizable ear loop
- 6.8” in length
- Non-Medical

Contact Us!
Minimum Order Quantity 250 Pieces
Solid Black, Royal, or Navy

Pricing:
250 - 1,000 = $3.48 Blank, $3.98 with 1 color imprint
1,000 - 10,000 = $2.85 Blank, $3.35 with 1 color imprint
10,000+ = $2.65 Blank, $3.15 with 1 color imprint

$45.00 Set Up charge for imprinting.
(50% deposit /50% on delivery)
Stock ready end of May, get your order in today!

For Custom Orders and Larger Quantities Please Call.
• Custom order for more colors and a logo imprint!

• Three masks per person is recommended:
  One wearing, one ready to use, one in the laundry.
• Does not compete with medical grade masks
dedicated to healthcare professionals.

Contact Kaylie Kowatch today to order!
P: 614-944-4116  E: KKowatch@leaderpromos.com